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SENCO® Doubles Battery Life
New DS215-XP Kit Increases All-Day Productivity

CINCINNATI (September 14, 2015) – SENCO introduces a new 18v 3.0 Ah Li-Ion battery for their cordless tool lines, DuraSpin and Fusion. Based on professional user feedback from commercial job sites, they prefer longer run time for their tools before having to recharge or change batteries.

The 3.0 Ah battery delivers up to 1,400 drives per charge, 100% more than the 1.5 Ah battery and comes with the same built-in fuel gauge for an easy check of the remaining charge.

The new DS215-XP offers a 5,000 rpm auto-feed screw driver and comes with two 3.0 Ah battery packs, charger, 2 drive bits, drywall and wood nose piece, and soft storage bag.

Features include tool-free adjustable nose piece for different length screws, quick bit release, high-speed motor, patented corner-fit feed system for easy wall and corner access, adjustable depth of drive with depth lock, variable speed trigger with lock and reverse, belt hook and comfortable rubber hand grip.

The DS215-XP will retail for $349 and replacement batteries at a retail of $119. The batteries are also compatible with following SENCO products:

DuraSpin: DS215-18v; DS212-18v; DS312-18v

Fusion: F-15; F-18; F-16S; F-16A

-more-
For more than 60 years, SENCO has helped generations of hardworking professionals get the job done right by delivering innovative fastening solutions that make hard work easier.

As a leader in creating fasteners and power fastening tools for use residential, commercial, manufacturing and industrial applications, SENCO’s comprehensive line of air- and battery-powered nailers, staplers and screwdrivers provide exceptional results and let you take pride in a job well done.

Offering a complete line of accessories, compressors, repair kits and parts along with a certified warranty repair network, SENCO is accessible across the globe and distributes a wide product offering through professional distribution outlets in more than 40 countries.

Committed to its heritage and pioneering of this industry, the company proudly manufactures more than eighty percent of its fasteners in its Cincinnati, Ohio facility.
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